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The aim of this paper is to approach to the morphological problems of the 
null subject in Old English (OE). While this view is quite consistent with general, 
traditional literature, it fits into the idea known as ‘Borer-Chomsky conjecture’ 
in the Minimalist Program. First, we will review parametric studies, remarking 
primarily on Holmberg (2010). Then we will take up a recent study of this issue, 
Rosenkvist (2018), and reconsider the null subjects in Old English from the point 
of his Distinct Agreement (DA).
During my previous study (Kobayashi, 2014), I pointed out some relation-
ships between null subjects and coordinated clause structures in OE. In this 
paper, I will discuss why the two phenomena interact with each other from a 
morphosyntactic view.
This study is on the track explored by Rosenkvist, who also points out the 
disturbance of study of null subject of Germanic languages. He claims that ‘the 
V2-parameter, that characterizes the Germanic languages (but not [Modern] 
English), is incompatible with NSs, a statement which rests on the observation 
that no standard Germanic language allows thematic NSs. While this is true, it 
is also true that a number of modern Germanic vernaculars do allow thematic 
NSs.’(1)
Agreeing with him, I take up Kiparsky (1995) as a typical syntactic analysis 
of V2 order, which organizes V2 construction as follows:
Figure 1 illustrates the general structure of Germanic languages. When the 
Topic position of CP is optional, the structure realises as V2 order. pro cannot 
be licensed if it does not move to the Topic position of CP because V moves to 
Comp. Null subjects cannot also be licensed in this structure. It can be seen 
that null subjects are incompatible with V2 order. Holmberg’s (2010) scheme of 
licensing null subjects, which will be taken up in the later section, cannot hold 
leaving it in this way.
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1. Parametric Approach to Null Subject Phenomenon
To begin, it is important to review the theories of null subjects in the 
framework of generative grammar, starting by referring to the parametric view 
for the phenomenon.
Roberts and Holmberg (2010) describe the core of the Null Subject 
Parameter (NSP) as the presence or absence of a D-feature associated with T. 
As they follow the yes/no-question format for parameters adopted in Roberts 
(2007), the NSP can be formalised as follows:
 (1) The Null Subject Parameter
 Does T bear a D-feature?
(Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 14, (17))
According to Agree, which has been postulated for the relation between 
subject DP and T, Roberts and Holmberg explain (17) as follows; T clearly 
FIGURE 1.  Basic Assumption of the Structure of English and (the Early) 









does not bear a D-feature in non-null-subject languages, while it clearly does in 
consistent null-subject languages. Partial null-subject languages and languages 
which only allow null expletives do not have a D-feature in T, which is why they 
allow referential null subjects only under very restricted circumstances (partial 
null-subject languages) or not at all. (Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 14)
Roberts and Holmberg revise the parameter analysis on the basis of the 
Minimalist Program, which has been advocated by Chomsky (1995). They cite 
Baker’s (2008) version of the ‘Borer-Chomsky conjecture’ (BCC) as follows;
 (2) All parameters of variation are attributable to differences in the features of 
particular items (e.g. the functional heads) in the Lexicon.
(Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 32, (35))
More precisely, we can restrict parameters of variation to a particular 
class of features. These are formal features in the sense of Chomsky (1995) 
(Case, φ and categorial features) or, perhaps to attraction/repulsion features 
(EPP-features, Edge Features, etc.). This view has many advantages, especially 
when compared with the earlier view that parameters were points of variation 
associated with universal grammar (UG) principles, and arguably takes us 
towards resolving the tension between descriptive and explanatory adequacy at 
the parametric level. (Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 32)
Such conjecture as stated above has an advantage from the view of language 
acquisition. For example, Roberts and Holmberg argue that an advantage of the 
BCC is that associating parameter values with lexical entries reduces them to 
the one part of a language which clearly must be learned anyway. (Roberts and 
Holmberg 2010: 33)
Roberts and Holmberg claim that the BCC is useful for advancing the 
parameters with which we can explain linguistic variations. They conclude that 
‘we have described the BCC, the idea that parametric variation is associated 
with formal features of functional heads, and we have indicated what we see as 
some of its advantages. We have pointed out that, by postulating a restriction 
on what can be parametrised, on the form of parameters, and, possibly, interac-
tions among parameters determined by disjunctive ordering (and therefore 
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markedness relations), the BCC can take us some way to resolving the tension 
between descriptive and explanatory adequacy.’ (Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 
35)
Biberauer (2018) extended the Borer-Chomsky conjecture to be fitted 
into the recent version of the Minimalist theory. She argues that ‘[t]he sparser 
minimalist architecture, however, allows for at least two…potential parameter 
loci (cf. Biberauer 2008; Richards 2008): the Lexicon, which is the locus of Borer-
Chomsky-type variation (cf. Baker Mark C. 2008 on the so-called Borer-Chomsky 
Conjecture/ BCC), and PF, which governs all “externalisation” parameters (cf. 
Berwick and Chomsky 2011).’ (Biberauer 2018: 98)
Biberauer also revises the analysis of null subject phenomenon within the 
framework of parameter theory from based on the more recent version of the 
minimalist program and makes clear the role of third factors (Chomsky 2005) in 
the interaction between parameter theory and minimalism.
Biberauer restated Rizzi’s (1986) analysis within the framework of the P&P 
theory. She states that ‘[t]he model within which Rizzi’s pro-drop parameter 
was initially proposed can be schematized as in (3) (Biberauer 2018: 98, (1)) as 
follows:
 (3) Universal Grammar (UG) + Primary Linguistic Data (PLD) → Steady-state 
grammar
She argues that ‘[h]ere the “nature” component, UG, is assumed to be 
richly specified, with that rich specification including an innately specified 
parametric menu. The “nurture” component, the Primary Linguistic Data (PLD), 
in turn, is assumed to provide the triggers or cues required to activate (relevant 
components of) the contents of UG.’ (Biberauer 2018: 98)
Biberauer proposes her scheme of language acquisition, arguing ‘Chomsky’s 
own proposal in this regard is to seek to reduce the contents of UG while making 
room for a third factor which had not previously featured as a major player in 
generative models of language. This Three Factors approach, schematized in 
[(4)], provides the backdrop for the specific model that I would like to advocate, 
given in [(5)]:’
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 (4) UG + PLD + Third factors → steady-state grammar (Chomsky 2005)
 (5) UG + PLD + Maximise Minimal Means (MMM) → steady-state grammar
(Biberauer 2018: 99, (2), (3))
She specialises Chomsky’s third factor for language acquisition. She argues 
that ‘[f]or Chomsky (2005: 6), third factors include general cognitive principles, 
such as principles of computational efficiency and principles of data analysis 
employed in acquisition, including learning biases. Maximise Minimal Means 
(MMM) relates to both of these, but our focus here will be primarily on its role 
as a learning bias.’ (Biberauer 2018: 99)
Biberauer’s proposal aims to keep the partial null subject phenomenon in 
the range of the parameter settings within the recent version of the Minimalist 
Program. It is significant that null subject phenomenon should be explored from 
the point of morphosyntactic view, with which we will precede the latter part of 
this study.
2. Partial Null Subject
Holmberg (2010) illustrates the difference between null-subject language 
and partial null-subject languages. He argues that ‘[i]n our partial null-subject 
languages the pronoun has to be over t in this case. The following is an 
illustration of this difference, contrasting Finnish, a partial NSL, and Italian, a 
consistent NSL.’ (Holmberg 2010: 92)
 (6) Finnish:
a. Juha1ei ole sanonut mitään, mutta Pauli2 sanoo että *Ø1 haluaa ostaa 
uuden auton.
 ‘Juhai1 hasn’t said anything, but Pauli2 says that he1 wants to buy a new 
car.’
 Italian:
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b. Gianni1 non ha detto niente, ma Paolo2 ha detto che Øi vuole comprare 
una macchina nuova.
 ‘Oianni1 hasn’t said anything, but Paolo2 says that he1/2 wants to buy a 
new car.’
(Holmberg 2010: 92, (9))
In Finnish, the antecedent of the null subject is required to c-command it. 
Thus, the only possible antecedent of the null subject is the c-commanding DP 
Pauli. In Italian, c-command is not a requirement if the antecedent is a topic.
Holmberg shows the difference in a null 3SG indefinite subject between 
consistent NSL and partial NSL. the contrast is illustrated by the examples of 
European Portuguese (EP), a consistent NSL, with Brazilian Portuguese (BP), a 
partial NSL, respectively.
 (7) a. É assim que faz o doce. (BP)
  is thus that makes the sweet
  ‘This is how one makes the dessert.’
 b. E assim que se faz o doce. (EP)
  is thus that SE makes the sweet
  ‘This is how one makes the dessert’
(Holmberg 2010: 92, (10))
In BP the subject corresponding to the English generic pronoun ‘one’ is 
null. In EP the overt pronoun se must be present.
Holmberg (2010) revises Holmberg (2005) and proposes his assumption, 
which is a slight reformation of Rizzi’s (1982: 142) parameter:
 (8) a. Pronouns are either DPs, with the structure [DP D[φP φ[NP N]]], or φPs;
 b. Null pronouns are φPs.
(Holmberg 2010: 94)
Holmberg illustrates the mechanism of licencing the null subject as in the 
scheme below;
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FIGURE 2. T’s unvalued φ-features valued by the subject





Holmberg analyses the null subjects in consistent NSLs, arguing ‘T probes 
a φP subject, and has its unvalued φ-features valued by the subject, the resulting 
union of the φ-features of T and the subject yields a definite pronoun.’
Holmberg also analyses the null subjects in partial NSLs as follows; 
arguing ‘a language without D in T. The probe-goal relation between T and a 
null φP subject does not supply a definiteness value. The result is a D-less, thus 
indefinite, subject pronoun. If the φ-features are 3SG, the interpretation is that of 
an inclusive generic pronoun, corresponding to one in English. This explains the 
absence of an indefinite null pronoun in finite, active clauses in consistent NSLs, 
and why partial NSLs have null subjects with definite interpretation only when 
they are controlled by a higher definite DP.’
Holmberg’s theory of licensing null subject for both consistent NSLs 
and partial NSLs seems quite efficient for the cases Italian for an example 
of consistent NSLs and Finnish for an example of partial NSLs. However, 
Holmberg’s scheme illustrated above does not work for the case of Verb-final 
word order languages with null subject as we will see in the next section.
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3. The EPP and null subject in Finnish
Holmberg (2010) analyses the difference between the definite null subject 
and the indefinite, generic null subject, arguing that the former is checked by 
the EPP, but the latter is not. Holmberg claims ‘the definite null subject in partial 
null-subject languages is in SpecTP and checks the EFP, while the generic 
null subject is in SpecvP and does not check the EPP. Furthermore, since the 
indefinite, generic null subject does not have an A-topic antecedent, the EPP 
must be checked by some other category in these sentences.’ (Holmberg 2010: 
102)
Holmberg gives the evidence in Finnish for his theory as follows;
 (9) a. Jari sanoo että tässä istuu mukavasli. (Finnish)
  Jari says that here sits comfortably
  ‘Jari says that one can sit comfortably here.’
  ≠ ‘Jari says that he sits comfortably here’
 b. Jari sanoo että Ø istuu mukavasti tässä
  Jari says that sits comfortably here
  ‘Jari says that he sits comfortably here.’
  ≠ ‘Jari says that one can sit comfortably here’.
(Holmberg 2010: 102, (21))
Holmberg also verifies his theory with Brazilian Portuguese, another 
example of partial NSL as follows;
(10) a. João me contou que na praia vende cachorro quente
  João me told that at.the beach sell-3SG dog hot
  ‘João told me that hot dogs are sold at the beach.’
  ≠ ‘João told me that he sells hot dogs at the beach.’
 b. João me contou que Ø vende cachorro quente na praia.
  João me told that sells dog hot at.the beach
  ‘João told me that he sells hot dog at the beach.’
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  ≠ ‘João told me that hot dogs are solãd at the beach.’
(Holmberg 2010: 102—3, (22))(2)
Though he makes the above argument, Holmberg points out the deficiency 
of his theory because ‘[i]n Marathi the prediction cannot be so easily tested since 
due to its SOV syntax all arguments and adjuncts precede the finite verb anyway 
(Holmberg 2010: 103)’. I will not follow his further discussion here.(3) Rosenkvist 
(2018) discusses the theoretical difficulties for partial NSLs with verb-final word 
order, which we will see in the next section.
4. Null definite subject and its relation to the morphology
Rosenkvist (2018) shows the examples of thematic NSs in Bavarian, Central 
Bavarian, Zürich German, Swabian, West Frisian, Yiddish, and Övdalian as 
follows;
(11) I glaub moang          bisd           wieda gsund.
(Bavarian; Axel and Weiß 2011: 36)
 I think tomorrow are-2SG again healthy
 ‘I think that you will be well again tomorrow.’
(12) …wama bmaid hama. (Central Bavarian; Axel and Weiß 2011: 34)
 because-1PL thought have-1PL
 ‘because we have been thinking’
(13) Ha             der        das   nöd   scho       verzellt?
 have-iSG to-you     it       not   already   told
(Zurich German; Cooper and Engdahl 1989: 33)
 ‘Haven’t I told you that already?’
(14) Vielleicht merksch plötzlich nix mee. (Swabian; Bohnacker 2013: 10)
 maybe     notice-2SG suddenly nothing more
 ‘Maybe you suddenly will not feel anything anymore.’
(15) Ik tink   datst          my   helpe   moatst. (West Frisian; de Haan 1994: 81)
 I think   that-2SG     me   help     must-2SG
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 ‘I think that you must help me.’
(16) Trink   nit   di      kave,     vorem      vest         nit     kenen   slofn.
 drink   not   the   coffee   because   get-2SG    not    no         sleep
(Yiddish; Jacobs 2005: 261)
 ‘Don’t drink the coffee, because you won’t be able to sleep’
(17) Nij     witið          byddjum   i     Övdalim. (Övdalian)
 now   know-2SG  live-iPL     in   Älvdalen
 Now you know that that we live in Älvdalen’
(Rosenkvist 2018: 287, (1)—(7))
The brief observation of the above examples illustrates that the thematic 
NSs of only first person and second person are attested in the modern Germanic 
vernaculars, as shown in the table below;
Number Per-son Bav. CBav. ZG Swab. Fris. Ovd. Yidd.
sg. 1 kumm kumm chume komm kom kum
2 kummst kummst chunnsch kommsch komst kumb kumst
3 kummt kummt chunnt kommt komt kumt
pl. 1 kumman kumma/n kumum kumn
2 kummts kummts chomed kommet komme kumið kumt
3 kumman kumman
kumð kumn
infinitive kemma kemma chu komma kommen
possible NSs 2Sg, 2pl 2Sg, 1pl,
2pl 1Sg, 2Sg 1Sg, 2Sg 2Sg 1pl, 2pl 2Sg
TABLE 1. Verb a greement and thematic null subjects 
in seven modern Germanic vernaculars(4)
(Rosenkvist 2018: 288, TABLE 12.1.)
Rosenkvist (2018) argues that ‘[t]he agreement patterns in Table [1] and 
their relation to the possibility of thematic NSs show very clearly that agreement 
is a key factor for licensing thematic NSs in modern Germanic.’ He examines the 
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identification system of null subjects and proposes the assumption that another 
factor correlates with the verb agreement system to identify null subjects, which 
will be taken up in the next section.
5. Contextual identification of null subjects
Rosenkvist (2018) illustrates the system of the two types of identification of 
null subjects, following his previous literature:(5)
FIGURE 3. Two types of identification of null subjects 






He explains the identification of null subjects: ‘An NS can be identified (i) 
syntactically, by clause-internal (as shown with the square brackets in Figure 
12.1) agreement, that either causes the subject pronoun to delete or that itself is 
a subject pronoun, or (ii) contextually, by a clause-external antecedent.’(6)
Rosenkvist takes up the examples in Icelandic and Spanish to show how this 
system works. In Icelandic, the contextual identification system correlates with 
the syntactic identification system to identify the null subject as follows: ‘If a lpl 
subject is topic-dropped, it must be identified through a context linker, but the 
identification is at the same time also constrained by the verb form.’(7)
(18) Liggjum bara a strondinni. (Icelandic)
 lie-1pl    only on beach-the
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 ‘We are only lying on the beach.’
(Rosenkvist 2018: 300, (28))
Rosenkvist also takes up the example in Spanish, where Agee does not 
work to identify the null subject because there is no Agee in gender features 
between pronouns and verbs. Rosenkvist indicate that in Spanish, there is a 
salient difference between the verb inflection for 3pl (in general -an or -en) and 
the 3pl pronouns ellos and ellas; the pronouns, but not the verb form, are marked 
for gender (masculine and feminine, respectively).(8) Gender is also reflected in 
predicative adjectives, as in example (29).
(19) Son largos/largas. (Spanish)
 are-3PL tall-PL-MASc/tall-PL-FEM
 ‘They are tall.’
(Rosenkvist 2018: 300, (29) )
Rosenkvist argues that we must conclude that the agreeing adjective is 
controlled by an antecedent from outside of the clause, though he does not 
admit that is mediated by the subject in T. Instead he proposes another theory 
depending on the morphological agreement system, which we will see in the 
next section.
6. Null subjects in verb-final order constructions
Before discussing Rosenkvist’s (2018) theor y of the morphological 
agreement system between pronouns and verbs, which predicts null subjects, 
we should see some verb-final examples in vernacular German languages on 
which Rosenkvist claims are necessary for his theory. NSs occur in embedded 
clauses as well as in main clauses, which we saw in the previous section. See the 
examples below.
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(20) ... daß scho des Buch kauft hasch. (Swabian; Haag-Merz 1996: 153)
     that already the book bought have-2SG
     ‘that you already have bought the book’
(21) ...ob nach Ziiri chunnsch
    whether to Zurich come-2SG
    ‘whether you come to Zunch’
 (Zurich German; Cooper and Engdahl 1989: 38)
(22) Ik tink datst        my helpe bmoatst. (Frisian; de Haan 1994: 81)
 I think that-2SG   me help   must-2SG
 ‘I think that you must help me.’
(23) ...obst noch Minga kummst
    whether-2SG to Munich come-2SG
    ‘whether you come to Munich’
(24) Trink nit di kave, vorem vest nit kenen slofn.
 drink not the coffee because get-2SG not no            sleep
 ‘Don’t drink the coffee, because you won’t be able to sleep’
(Yiddish; Jacobs 2005: 261)
(25) ... dar       wilum glami   min wennanan. (Övdalian)
     when want-1PL chat with each-other
     ‘when we want to chat with each other’
(Rosenkvist 2018: 296—7, (22)—(27))
The finite verb in Swabian, Zurich German, Bavarian, and Frnsian is clause-
final in embedded clauses, while it follows the complementizer in Yiddish and 
Övdalian (when the subject is missing).
Rosenkvist points out that ‘Being clause-final, the finite verb cannot easily 
be envisaged to occupy T in Spell-out in Swabian, etc., and therefore it cannot 
participate in the identification/licensing of the thematic NS.’(9)
Rosenkvist shows the table in Spanish, which correlate the φ–features in 
pronouns with those of verbs as follows:
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Rosenkvist claims that ‘we can say that agreement for lsg is able to fully 
recover the corresponding pronoun (yo ‘I’), since both forms express the same 
set of φ-features (number and person) and the same values of these features 
(singular and first). Hence, clause-internal, morphosyntactic identification of lsg 
(and 2sg) NSs is feasible in Spanish (see Table 12.2).’
7. Distinct Agreement Hypothesis
Rosenkvist proposes his central hypothesis about the morphological 
agreement system between pronouns and verbs as Distinct Agreement (DA) 
defined in more formal terms in as follows:
(26) Verb agreement is distinct if













TABLE 2.(10) Feature correlation in Spanish
(Rosenkvist 2018: 302, TABLE 12.2.)
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φ-features;
 b. F and P have the same values for φ;
 c. only Fa matches the values for P.
(Rosenkvist 2018: 303, (30))
Rosenkvist defines ‘distinct’ in DA as ‘If the φ-features that are expressed by 
the agreeing verb form perfectly match the φ-features that are expressed by the 
subject pronoun, the verb agreement may be considered distinct. The condition 
in (30c) excludes syncretic forms in the verb inflection paradigm from being 
distinct.’
Rosenkvist analyses Spanish from the DA’s point of view as follows: ‘we 
only find DA in lsg and 2sg in Spanish. Assuming that NS pronouns express 
the very same φ-features as their overt counterparts do, and the same values of 
these features, all pronouns other than yo and tú must hence be recovered also 
by means not relating to verb agreement in order to be fully identified— that 
is, clause-external contextual identification is required. The other NS pronouns 
must hence be linked to an antecedent.’(11)
8. Null subjects in Old English
Null subjects in Old English had not been given much attention in tradi-
tional literature. However, some literature does use OE null subject examples:
(27) Se halga ða het him bringan sæd. Ø wolde on ðam westene wæstmes 
tilian(12)
 The saint then ordered to-him bring seed. Ø wanted in the wasteland 
plants grow
 ‘The saint then ordered seed to be brought to him. [He] wanted to grow a 
crop in the wasteland’
(ÆCHom.II.10.86.176, Fisher, De Smet, and Van der Wurff 2017: 136, (9))
(28) Nu Ø sculon herigean heofonrices weard(13)
 Now must Lord heaven’s praise
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 ‘Now [we] must praise the heavenly Lord’(14)
(Caedmon’s Hymn, Fisher, De Smet, and Van der Wurff 2017: 136)
(29) Þa- g. elamp hit þæt Pyhtas co- mon su- þan of Scithian, mid langum scipum, 
na- manigum. And þa- Ø co- mon æ- rest on Norþ-Ibernia u- p, and þæ- r bæ- don 
Scottas þæ- t hī-e ðæ- r mo- sten wunian.(15)
 ‘Then it happened that the Picts came from the south from Scythia, with 
warships, not many, and [they] first landed in North Ireland, and there 
begged the Scots that they might dwell there.’
(The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle MS E, 1r)
I’d like to turn back here Rosenkvist’s (2018) analysis of DA in Central 
Bavarian, one of vernacular Germanic before we precede to analyse null subjects 
in OE. According to Rosenkvist, DA holds for almost pronouns in Central 










TABLE 3. Feature correlation in Central Barvarian (with the 1pl suffix —ma)
(Rosenkvist: 2018: 304, TABLE 12.4.)
We will examine basic verb paradigms in Old English to verify to what 
extent OE is morphologically rich, using the DA as a criterion.
DA for OE will follow the table below if we limit the features for the corre-
lation with indicative, present verb forms. DA holds for only 1sg and 2sg in OE.
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Examining the basic verb paradigms more closely, we find that the problem 
for DA is that some syncretism exists (indicated in Bold in TABLE 5) in the past 










TABLE 4. Feature correlation in Old English
weak strong
infinitives fremman ‘do’ helpan ‘help’
to fremmanne to helpanne








TABLE 5. BASIC verb paradigms in Old English
(Baker, Peter S. 2012: 65, TABLE 7.1)
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TABLE 5 illustrates that the 1sg past indicative forms of OE verbs have the 
syncretism with the 3sg past indicate forms. From the point of the DA, the plural 
forms cannot distinct the referents of null subjects in Person features. Although 
the DA may predict that null subject would not be licensed, such null subjects 
are observed as in the example above, which shows that the DA would not be 
sufficient for the distribution of null subjects in OE. The problem should be left 
for further investigation.(16)
9. Null Subject in Coordinated Clauses
Ohkado (2005: 251) shows the data of the frequencies of null subjects in 
coordinated main clauses in Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies on the basis of his investi-
gation follows;(17)
ac and
With Pronounced Subjects 261 528
With Null Subjects 25 474
TABLE 6. The Frequencies of Ac and And clauses in Coordinate 
Main Clauses with and without Subjects
ac and
Head-initial (VO) 21 (84.0%) 324 (68.4%)
Head-final  (OV) 4 (16.0%) 150 (31.6%)
total 25 474
TABLE 7. The Frequencies of Head-Initial/Final Patterns 
in Main Clauses without Subjects
Ohkado (2005: 251) also shows the portion of null subjects according to 
word order in the data, extracting it below, as follows:
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Null subjects are thought to fit into coordinate construction. The point is 
clearly stated by Fisher, De Smet, and Van der Wurff (2017: 137); ‘the subject can 
be left out when the topic that the null pronoun refers to is already known, and 
situated on the same discourse level. This would link it to the regular absence of 
a subject pronoun in coordinated clauses’.
I modify Ohkado’s other data to make clearer the point for the discussion 
here as follows:
ac and
With pronounced subjects 7 72
With null subjects 4 150
total 11 222
TABLE 8. The Frequencies of Ac and And Clauses in Head-final patterns 
in Coordinate Main Clauses with and without Subjects
As we can see the date in table, the and coordinate construction with OV 
word order is the most salient pattern of null subject in OE.
A typical example of null subjects in coordinate is cited from Ohkado (2005) 
as follows:
(30) Herodes ða     awearp     his riht     æwe, and foriigerlice manfulles
 Herod     then cast-away his lawful wife  and adulterously evil 
 sinscipes breac.
 marriage enjoyed
 ‘Herod then cast away his lawful wife and adulterously enjoyed evil 
marriage’
(ÆCHom I. 478. 28—29, Ohkado 2005: 243, (72))
The distribution of null subjects with the relation with coordinate construction 
can be well explained by Rosenvist’s (2018) theory of the DA and licensing null 
subjects by the contextual antecedents, following the previous literature.
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10. Conclusion
The interaction between null subject and verb-final order can be explained 
within the framework of recent syntactic theory, which is the primary aim of 
this paper. However, I was not able to refer to the register of null subjects in 
OE. Although the null subject phenomenon seems to be subject to the general 
theory in the recent literature, particularly those works by Holmberg (2010) and 
Rosenkvist (2018), the actual distribution of null subjects in OE is not yet fully 
explained, particularly the rare occurrence of null subjects as second person 
pronouns in OE (Fisher, De Smet, and Van der Wurff (2017)(18), and the problem 
of register and dialectal variations (e.g.: Van Gelderen 2013, Walkden 2013).
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Notes
(1) Rosenkvist notes that his claim relies on cf. Jaeggli and Safir 1989: 33; Rohrbacher 
1999: 25iff.
(2) Holmberg notes ‘BP, based on Rodrigues (2004: 142)’.
(3) The definite null subject in Marathi would check the EPP by remnant vP movement or 
internal merge proposed by Biberauer and Roberts (2005), Roberts (2010: 74).
(4) Rosenkvist (2018: 289) comments on the form for 1 pl. in Central Bavarian as follows; 
‘In verb final clauses, the form for 1pl in Central Bavarian is -an (coinciding with the 
form for 3pl), and in such clauses the 1pl subject must be overt.’
(5) Cole (2010), Holmberg (2010), and Sigurðsson (2011: 283)
(6) Rosenvist assumes that ‘the (affixal) subject [merges] internally to T, along with the 
agreeing element, due to EPP-movement or, alternatively, that there must be a (visible) 
Agree-relation between the agreeing element and the NS in TP, where the interpre-
table φ-features are deleted.’ (Rosenkvist 2018: 300)
(7) Rosenkvist notes that he takes the example from Sigurðsson 2011: 280.
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(8) Rosenkvist notes the theory is according to Sigurðsson 2011.
(9) Rosenkvist notes that this idea is suggested by the literature including Holmberg 2010, 
Sigurðsson 2011, e.g.
(10) The table denotes that ‘[t]he shaded cells denote the features expressed by finite 
verbs (present tense indicative), in comparison with the personal pronouns (full forms, 
nominative; polite forms are not included). Only in cases where the shading coincides 
with the pronouns, is verb agreement distinct (and the pronouns are then set in 
capitals).’(Rosenkvist 2018: 303)
(11) Rosenkvist notes that this distinction between 1sg and 2sg pronoun and 3sg pronoun 
has been proposed by Frascarelli (2007) for Italian 3Sg NSs and, more generally, by for 
instance Cole (2009, 2010) and Sigurðsson (2011).
(12) Willan ‘will’ has the same form for 1sg and 3sg past indicative wolde.
(13) Sculon is the past indicative pl. form of sculan (a preterit-present verb).
(14) Fischer, De Smet, and Van der Wurf f point out the problem of the data; ‘most 
editors of the early mss of this poem have inserted the OE pronoun we, even though 
the pronoun only appears in tenth-century or later versions (where it was indeed 
sometimes inserted by scribes), thus obscuring (possibly) relevant linguistic evidence. 
A problem here is that the corpora are usually based on edited texts and not on mss.’
(15) þæ- r in may be an example of expletive, which is required by the EPP. Co-mon is the past 
pl. form of cuman ‘come’.
(16) The phenomenon of syncretism in the indicated past plural forms in OE also suggests 
that a sort of discourse or contextual factors may work for identification of the 
antecedents as well as in the case of the past indicative singular forms.
(17) The original denotations are slightly changed to see the result immediately here. 
Ohkado uses MC for ‘with pronounce subjects’ and MVC for ‘with null subjects’ respec-
tively.
(18) Fisher, De Smet, and Van der Wurff (2017: 138) point out that ‘pro-drop of a second 
person pronoun is somewhat rare in OE, but it is not unusual in ME and it continues 
in eModE, until the pronoun thou and the associated verbal form cease to be used 
altogether.’
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